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The spin structure of the proton has been investigated in the high Bjorken x and low to medium41

momentum transfer Q2 region. Using Jefferson Lab’s polarized electron beam on a polarized target,42

the scattered electrons were detected by HMS spectrometer of Hall-C. By rotating the spin direction43

of the polarized target, both the parallel and perpendicular spin asymmetries A‖ and A⊥ have been44

measured. These asymmetries produced the physics asymmetries A1 and A2 and spin structure45

functions g1 and g2. We found Q2 dependence of the asymmetries at resonance region 1.1 GeV <46

W < 1.6 GeV and a possible negative longitudinal virtual photon amplitude around the Roper47

resonance. Also we calculated d2 value, which characterizes the higher twist effect in the nucleon.48

PACS numbers: 13.60.-r, 13.40.Gp, 13.88.+e, 14.20.Dh49

Inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering has long been a50

powerful tool to investigate the structure of nucleon.51

Ever since experiments with polarized lepton beam and52

nuclear target were technically accessible, various exper-53

iments have studied the nucleon spin structure. One of54

these first experiments, the EMC experiment found that55

the valence quarks of the proton do not fully explain the56

proton’s spin [1]. It has been the starting point of a series57

of intensive studies of spin structure of the nucleon. For58

example, several experiments on the proton at SLAC [2],59
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CERN [3], DESY [4], and JLab [5] have followed until re-60

cently. Most of these studies have usually concentrated61

on deep inelastic scattering (DIS) region with relatively62

large momentum transfer(Q2), which can be understood63

using perturbative QCD. But lower momentum trans-64

fer regions have received attention recently due to their65

non-perturbative features. In such regions, nucleon res-66

onances can be dominant, and intermediate phenomena67

between short and long distance structures can be stud-68

ied.69

The full description of the spin structure of the nucleon70

invloves two spin structure functions g1 and g2. The71

g1 structure function is easier to understand in terms of72

the difference of quark distribution functions for different73

spin directions with respect to the target nucleon. In the74

naive quark model in deep inelastic scattering (DIS), the75

g1 structure function can be written as76

g1(x) =
∑
i

e2i [q↑i (x)− q↓i (x)], (1)77

where q
↑(↓)
i (x) are the quark distributions for two differ-78

ent spin directions with respect to the spin of the nu-79

cleon. The g2 structure function is more complex and80

especially g2(x) = 0 in naive quark model. The g2 struc-81

ture function contains contributions from higher twist82

effects. Under the formalism of the operator product ex-83

pansion (OPE) method for QCD[6, 7], it can be shown84

that the twist-2 contribution to g2 can be derived from85

g1 by Wandzura-Wilczek relation [8],86

gWW
2 (x,Q2) = −g1(x,Q2) +

∫ 1

x

g1(x′, Q2)

x′
dx′, (2)87

where gWW
2 is the leading-twist contribution to g2, and88

Q2 = 2EE′(1 − cosθ) is the squared four-momentum89

transfer, with E and E′ representing the beam and scat-90

tered electron energies and θ is the scattering angle. Then91

the remaining part, ḡ2 = g2−gWW
2 can be used to investi-92

gate higher twist effects, which are related to The higher93

twist component of g2 can be interpreted as an increased94

quark-gluon correlation. Since each order of higher twist95

effect adds 1/
√
Q2 term, the study on ḡ2 can be done96

more favorably at low Q2 region. Especially twist-3 con-97

tribution could be measured by the third moments of ḡ298

[7],99

d2 = 3

∫ 1

0

x2ḡ2dx =

∫ 1

0

x2(2g1 + 3g2)dx. (3)100

Due to technical difficulties, experiments with longitu-101

dinally polarized nuclear targets have been dominant so102

far in the kinematic region of large Bjorken x and low103

to medium momentum transfer Q2. As a result, most of104

the experiments have been focused on the spin structure105

function g1. The g2 structure function can be directly106

studied only with transverse target polarization with re-107

spect to that of the beam. In this respect, Jefferson Lab108

offers quite a unique opportunity to study g2 structure109

function of the nucleon.110

After the previous JLab experiment E01-006 (RSS)111

produced successful results on this higher twist contribu-112

tion [9, 10], the upgraded successor E07-003 investigated113

wider kinematic region [11]. As a measurement of the114

spin asymmetries of the proton, it was carried out in Hall115

C at Thomas Jefferson National Laboratory (JLab) by116

Spin Asymmetries of the Nucleon Experiment (SANE)117

Collaboration. Using a polarized electron beam and a118

polarized ammonia target, it produced asymmetry data119

for both parallel and near-perpendicular spin configura-120

tions of the beam and the target. The world data of121

proton spin asymmetries, especially perpendicular asym-122

metryA⊥, are still scarce for quite large kinematic region,123

except a few data points from SLAC experiments[2, 4, 9],124

HERMES[12], and COMPASS[]. SANE will provide pre-125

cision data for this unexplored region.126

SANE used two detector complexes, Big Electron Tele-127

scope Array (BETA) and High Momentum Spectrometer128

(HMS) for this purpose. BETA covered a large solid an-129

gle of 200 msr, and served as a main detector. HMS,130

a built-in spectrometer of Hall C, collected complemen-131

tary data. Although HMS was not the main detector of132

the experiment, in the end, we managed to collect a good133

amount of data with HMS independently of BETA. HMS134

was located toward the right of the beam direction.135

As an inclusive double spin asymmetry measurement,136

polarized electron beam of 4.7 and 5.9 GeV was used.137

The nominal beam current was 90 nA. Average beam po-138

larization was about 73 %. It was measured by a Møller139

polarimeter routinely all along the experiment[13]. The140

spin direction of the electron beam was flipped at a rate141

of 30 Hz on a pseudo-random basis to minimize system-142

atic errors.143

The HMS detected the scattered electrons at vari-144

ous scattering angles, 15.4◦, 16.0◦, 20.2◦. Combination145

of the beam energy and the momentum of the scat-146

tered electrons measured with HMS defines the kinematic147

range of the experiment. The new data covers four-148

momentum transfer, Q2 of 0.8, 1.3, and 1.9 (GeV/c)2,149

for the region from the resonances up to invariant mass150

of W = 2.3 GeV. They can extend the kinematic region151

in W at roughly the same values of Q2 of the previous152

JLab E01-006 (RSS) experiment, allowing better deter-153

mination of the integrals involving g2 and the Q2 depen-154

dence of A1 and A2 in the resonance region.The detector155

package of the HMS is composed of hodoscope planes,156

wire chambers, a Čerenkov detector, and a lead glass157

calorimeter. A detailed description of the equipments158

can be found in Ref. [14, 15].159

Solid 14NH3 was used for the polarized proton target.160

The target cell of the frozen ammonia was 3 cm long and161

cooled down with liquid 4He. The necessary magnetic162

field was provided by 5 T superconducting magnet. The163

protons inside the ammonia molecule have been polar-164
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ized by the process of the Dynamic Nuclear Polarization165

(DNP) with the provided microwave radiation. The de-166

gree of the polarization was monitored by an NMR sys-167

tem in real time and an average of 67% was achieved168

during the experiment. For asymmetry measurement in169

near-perpendicular configuration, the whole target mag-170

net was rotated by 80◦ with the direction of the electron171

beam. The target system as a whole was developed by172

University of Virginia [16].173

Granular type of the frozen ammonia does not fill the174

target cell completely and the actual amount of the tar-175

get material is quantified by the packing fraction. Us-176

ing Monte Carlo (MC) simulation based on empirical fit177

of inelastic cross section [17], simulation results with an178

assumed value of the packing fraction have been com-179

pared with the actual HMS data. In this way, the pack-180

ing fraction and the corresponding target dilution factor181

have been deduced. The technical details are the same182

as the method used in JLab E01-006 (RSS) experiment183

[18]. The experimental data and the MC simulation re-184

sult show a good agreement and the packing fractions of185

SANE have been determined to be 56 - 62 % with an186

error of 4.5 % point. The packing fractions and the dilu-187

tion factors determined from the HMS data will also be188

used to correct the data taken with BETA.189

Beam polarization was measured by Møller Polarime-190

ter routinely. It used the Møller scattering on the191

iron foil, which was polarized by 4 T superconducting192

solenoid. The measurement was fitted by the following193

parameters: the polarization at the source, the degree of194

imbalance between north and south linac, and a global195

correction from the beam energy [19]. The beam polar-196

ization of each run, therefore, was an extrapolation of197

this fit. The NMR signal from the pickup coil inside the198

target cell gave the Q-curve of resonant circuit. The Q-199

curve area was calibrated by the known polarization at200

the thermal equilibrium [20].201

The raw asymmetries have been corrected by the202

charge and dead time asymmetries between the two spin203

directions of the electron beam. The charge asymmetries204

from the beam current monitor was cross-checked with205

the false asymmetries from the unpolarized carbon tar-206

get. After dividing raw asymmetries by beam and target207

polarization and dilution factor, the physical asymme-208

tries can be obtained.209

Finally, the radiative corrections are applied to deduce210

Born asymmetries. Since the experiment involves both211

polarized beam and target, the procedure of POLRAD212

[21] was used. The starting parametrization for the Born213

asymmetries was constructed by fitting the measured214

asymmetries as a function of Q2 and W . The fitting func-215

tion includes appropriate resonances with Breit-Wigner216

shape and a polynomial DIS term with dependence on217

Q2. The iterative unfolding procedure was repeated un-218

til the convergence of the parametrization of the Born219

asymmetries.220

Applying all the required corrections, the physics221

asymmetries can be expressed by the following equation:222

A‖,⊥ =
1

fCNPbPtfRC

N+ −N−
N+ +N−

+ARC , (4)223

where N± is the charge-normalized yield for positive224

(negative) beam helicity, f is the dilution factor, CN is225

the correction for a tiny 14N nuclear polarization, Pb and226

Pt are the beam and target polarizations, and fRC and227

ARC are radiative corrections to the unpolarized total228

cross sections and asymmetries, respectively.229
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FIG. 1. The fully corrected asymmetries at < Q2 >=
1.86GeV 2, without radiative correction (curves) and with ra-
diative correction (points)

for both configurations of the polarization direction for the
beam and the target. A⊥ in this plot means the

near-perpendicular asymmetry A80◦ .

The fully corrected asymmetries are shown in Fig. 1.230

A⊥ in this plot means the near-perpendicular asymmetry231

A80◦ .232

The measured asymmetries are linear combinations of233

virtual photon asymmetries A1 and A2, or the spin struc-234

ture functions g1 and g2 [23]. Fig. 2 shows the virtual235

photon asymmetry A1. The figure shows a good agree-236

ment with the previous measurements from JLab CLAS237

at similar value of Q2. The JLab E01-006 (RSS) data238

were taken at somewhat lower values of Q2 and the dif-239

ference between the RSS and SANE data might indicate240

Q2 evolution of A1 asymmetry. This difference can be un-241

derstood as an evolution of a few resonances as a function242

of Q2, especially for the resonances around W ≈ 1.4 and243

1.5 GeV/c2.244

The main result from SANE-HMS is the first measure-245

ment of A2 asymmetries in this kinematic region, which246

is shown in Fig. 3. Previously, only JLab E01-006 (RSS)247

result at somewhat smaller Q2 and a few empirical fits248

have existed. SANE data found a resonance structure at249

1.2 GeV/c2 < W < 1.4 GeV/c2 with zero or negative250

value of A2. The peak position of the resonance was de-251

termined at 1.323 ± 0.010 GeV/c2 from the fitting of the252
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FIG. 2. Virtual photon asymmetry A1 from our data and
comparison with those from other experiments [5, 9] and
MAID fits [22], band below indicating systematic uncertainty.
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FIG. 3. Virtual photon asymmetry A2 from our data, JLab
E01-006 (RSS) [9] and MAID fits [22], band below indicating
systematic uncertainty.

data. It is interesting to note that although Q2 difference253

between RSS and SANE-HMS is just∼ 0.6 (GeV/c)2, the254

value of A2 for the resonance shows a sign change from255

RSS to SANE-HMS. It could be an indication of a large256

and negative transverse-longitudinal interference contri-257

bution at this resonance, since A2 = σLT /σT . Compared258

to the fitting parameters for A1, it could be an indirect259

evidence of two poles of Roper resonance [24]. The fitting260

method is the same as RSS fit, i.e. Breit-Wigner shaped261

resonances and a DIS tail, as in the appendix of arXiv262

version of Ref. [9].263

Our g2 shown in Fig. 4 is quite different from JLab E01-264

006 (RSS), and it is due to large Q2 dependence of A2. As265

with A2, SANE-HMS g2 is the first measurement in this266

kinematic region, 〈Q2〉 = 1.86 (GeV/c)2 and 0.47 < x <267

0.87. Non-zero difference between g2 and gWW
2 , obtained268

from the measured g1, shows higher twist effect.269

x
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g
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WW
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2
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FIG. 4. Spin structure function g2 from our data and RSS
[9], band below indicating systematic uncertainty, and gWW

2

evaluated by using our g1 data.

Using the fitting function evaluated at Q2 =270

1.9 (GeV/c)2, d2 integral was obtained. We find d̄2 =271

0.00304±0.000905 over the measured x region. (Need to272

explain the meaning of it)273

In summary, the spin structure functions of the pro-274

ton have been measured in medium to low Q2 region.275

Especially, we have measured the virtual photon asym-276

metries and the spin structure functions of the proton277

at 〈Q2〉 = 1.86 (GeV/c)2 in the resonance region for the278

first time. When compared with the previous result at279

somewhat lower Q2, the asymmetries and spin structure280

functions show Q2 evolution clearly. We also calculated281

the corresponding d2 integral.282
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